MEC FOAMING POWER

CLEANER AND DEGREASER

NONFLAMMABLE - NONTOXIC - BIODEGRADABLE

Highly concentrated foaming cleaner formulated for fast removal of fats, oils, greases and other difficult soils. Contains powerful biodegradable surfactants, emulsifiers, safe solvents, corrosion inhibitors, chelating agents and special grease dissolving chemicals. Works in many difficult cleaning applications where ordinary liquid degreasers fail. Authorized by the USDA for use in federally inspected meat and poultry plants.

DIRECTIONS: Remove or cover all food products before cleaning any food processing surface. Apply by mop, spray, foaming or automatic machine. Allow cleaner to remain on the surface for 1 to 3 minutes then rinse away the soils with water. Clean aluminum surfaces with care and rinse immediately. If using a machine, follow machine directs for proper cleaner application.

- Food processing Equipment, Floors, Walls and Ceilings 5 - 13 ounces/gallon of water.
- Steam, Pressure, and Foam Cleaning 3 - 13 ounces/gallon of water

FOR INDUSTRIAL/ INSTITUTIONAL USE ONLY

CAUTION: Keep out of the reach of children. Concentrate is a mild eye irritant. If eye contact occurs, wash from eyes with water until irritation stops. If irritation persists, see a physician. Wash clothing before reuse.


SHIPPING NAME: Corrosive Liquid NOS (potassium Hydroxide), Hazard Class: 8, ID#UN1760, PG: III.